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Abstract 

It is a common understanding that context-aware applications can be difficult to deve-
lop [Dey 2000]. Context-awareness is the possibility for an application to use infor-
mation about a PDA user’s environment, including information about the user 
himself. Usually Context-awareness includes working with sensors, but other methods 
are also available for acquiring contextual information (e.g. manual input). A PDA-
user’s context can include physical information such as his position or nearby objects, 
but also information belonging to categories like system-context, application-context, 
social-context, historical-context and so forth. A question that arises when developing 
new context-aware applications is how to make such information accessible for the 
applications. 

To address this issue, I have studied six different (mobile) applications that use 
context-awareness for presentation of context-relevant information. With context rele-
vant information I mean information that is associated to a contextual situation (like a 
Stick-e note [Brown 1995], also called tagging of context to information [Dey 2000]), 
and designed an improved overall application framework for such applications named 
Condor (Context Document Framework). The most significant innovation of this 
framework is how context and context relevant information is being addressed: 
Rather than trying to separate the functionality regarding context-awareness and 
context-relevant information into two different frameworks (thereby creating a two-
tier application), it sees both context and context relevant information as one common 
abstraction. The Condor framework is currently being implemented and tested at 
SINTEF Telecom and informatics. 

Background 

Condor was designed as a part of my master thesis (MSc degree) at the University of 
Oslo [Gustavsen 2002]. With guidance from my advisers at SINTEF (as a part of the 
AMBiLAB project), I studied six different context-aware applications, all of which 
has in common that they presented relevant information to the PDA-user according to 
his contextual situation. Two of these applications were also developed as a part of 
the thesis. The first, Mocado (Mobile Context Aware Demonstrator), is a tourist guide 
application (similar to The Lancaster Guide [Davies et al. 2001] and Cyberguide 
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[Abowd et al. 1996]) showing the user’s position on a map (as determined from a 
GPS-sensor), and letting him construct context relevant information according to his 
position. The latter application, Mobitras (Mobile Training Assistant), is on the other 
hand designed to be a training assistant supporting athletes during their daily 
trainings. Mobitras is able to announce (by sound) second information as the athlete 
crosses predetermined checkpoints along a track, and further record the training for an 
application specific diary. In addition, the recorded trainings can be used as 
companions (called ‘shadows’) during subsequent runs, making an illusion of running 
against other athletes.  

Framework requirements 

As a result of the abovementioned study, I have established a requirements specifi-
cation for a generic framework. This specification addresses both functionality regar-
ding context-awareness (e.g. working with sensors) but also requirements for the use 
of context relevant information: 

Req. 1: External sensors – The framework should address a generic system for work-
ing with external sensors. An external sensor acquires contextual information from 
external attached equipment (e.g. a GPS-receiver). 

Req. 2: Internal sensors – The framework should address a generic system for work-
ing with internal sensors. Internal sensors acquire contextual information without the 
use of external equipment. This can e.g. be achieved by simple function calls to the 
underlying API (e.g. time and date). 

Req 3: Restricted use of sensors – Only sensors that deliver valid contextual informa-
tion during execution should be taken dynamically into use by the framework. A 
thermometer measuring temperatures inside a building should e.g. only be used to 
describe the PDA-users context when he is inside that building.   

Req 4: Dynamic change of sensors – The framework should support dynamic change 
of sensors. This is the possibility to always use the most accurate set of sensor obser-
vations at all times. 

Reg. 5: Communication of context – The Framework should be able to handle 
multiple PDA-users concurrently, and communicate contextual information between 
them. This stems from the fact that a great deal of a users social context can be made 
accessible from such communication (e.g. others ID, position, task, history, etc.).  

Req 6: Privacy concerns – If the framework has implemented communication of 
context (req. 5), it should also offer the possibility to maintain such information 
private. Some of a PDA users context (such as his position) can at different times, and 
to different people, be of a sensitive character, and as such, not wanted publicly 
shared. 

Req 7: Manual context specification – The framework should enable the use of 
manual context specification. This is the possibility for the PDA user (via his appli-
cation) to specify some parts of his contextual situation directly, independent of the 
underlying sensors (e.g. today I am happy). 

Req 8: Overriding sensed context – A PDA user should be able to override already 
sensed contextual information by the framework (with e.g. manual context specifi-
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cation). By letting him override e.g. his position, he can place himself at different 
places, and thereby simulating being in imaginable situations. 

Req. 9: Context history as contextual information – The framework should be able to 
store previously sensed context in a history log, and use this information to describe 
the PDA users context at present time. 

Req. 10: Context interpretation – The framework should be able to convert contextual 
information between different formats (e.g. from seconds to minutes), and to deduce 
new contextual information by analyzing the information that is already known (e.g. 
user ID, time, and calendar can be analyzed to deduce the users task).  

Req. 11: Context subscription and query – Applications developed with the frame-
work should gain full access to the users context. This means the possibility for them 
to both query and subscribe the framework for contextual changes. 

Req. 12: Enabling the use of context relevant information – The framework should 
address a system to both store and use context relevant information, and to activate it 
(make it accessible to the applications) according the users context. 

Req. 13: Acquiring contextual information from context relevant information – The 
framework should address a system to acquire contextual information from context 
relevant information. Such information can, when activated, usually describe a part of 
the PDA users context (e.g. a piece of information that informs the user about a 
nearby statue, can also inform the framework about a nearby object) 

Req. 14: Dynamic information  – The framework should address a system to maintain 
context relevant information dynamic. Such information may change during execution 
as a result of contextual changes (e.g. information associated to an object on a boat, 
would change its geographically position according to the boats location).   

Req 15: Context information history – The framework should be able to store dyna-
mically changed context relevant information in a history log (as a result of req. 14), 
and use this information to describe the PDA users context at present time (if req. 13 
is implemented). 

Req 16: Multiple deactivation contexts – Context relevant information should be able 
to associate a deactivation context to their information. The deactivation context 
specifies when context relevant information should be considered invalid (not relevant 
for the user) after first found valid. If the information contains different pieces of 
information, multiple deactivation contexts should be allowed.  

Req 17: Authoring of context relevant information – After the user has authored 
context relevant information (during execution), it should immediately be published 
and made available for other applications. Such information may also be interesting 
for PDA users other than the author. 

Req 18: Privacy concerns  – If req. 17 is implemented, the user should also be able to 
maintain authored information private. Such information may contain personal infor-
mation, and thereby not wanted publicly shared. 

Req 19: Unrestricted access – The framework should allow a user (via his application) 
to view context relevant information independent of his contextual situation. Context 
awareness is a tool for irrelevant information filtration, rather than a restriction for 
information access. 
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Similarities regarding contextual-, and context relevant information  

Based on the requirements specification, I have constructed the Condor framework. 
Condor differs from other similar frameworks and infrastructures in an important 
way: Rather than trying to separate the functionality regarding context-awareness 
and context-relevant information into two different frameworks (thereby creating a 
two-tier application), it sees both context and context relevant information as one 
common abstraction. This stems from an important observation: Quite often it can be 
rather difficult to decide whether a piece of information should be considered as 
contextual information or context relevant information. The answer usually depends 
on how applications are using it, meaning that it can belong to both categories at the 
same time. As an example, consider a nearby place of the user such as a bus stop. In 
one application this information (about the bus stop) can be handled as contextual 
information (it describes his physical context), and in the next as information 
associated to a contextual situation (the information is associated with the bus stop’s 
location, which is near the user). As such, contextual-, and context relevant infor-
mation can be considered as the same abstraction, depending on the usage.  

Context documents – extended stick-e notes 

Following the abovementioned similarity, Condor is based upon an abstraction called 
context document. A context document is quite similar to Brown’s Stick-e notes, as it 
contains information associated to a contextual situation [Brown 1995]. However, as 
an extension to the Stick-e note, a context document also contains contextual 
information meant for further specification of the users context (called the documents 
post context). This information is almost the same as the information meant for the 
user, but differs in that it is modified for the framework parser rather than the PDA-
user. A context document can be understood in the following way: When the user is in 
the same situation as the activation context of the document, the associated user 
information will be presented to the user (similar to the Stick-e note system), and the 
associated post context will be used to further describe the users situation by the 
framework (extending his already known context).  

Every Condor application that wishes to publish either a sensor observation or some 
other contextual information does this by wrapping the information inside a context 
document. This document is sent to a common database structure on a remote server, 
which is responsible for storing all published documents for later use. Said in another 
way, Condor does not distinguish between sensor observations and other contextual 
information (as e.g. a note containing user information). This means that a sensor 
observation will contain an associated activation context (contained in the document) 
that tells under which circumstances the observation is to be considered valid. A 
temperature measurement may e.g. be considered valid only inside the building where 
it was measured. 

After publication, a context document will be available for every other client 
connected to Condor (see figure 1). 
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Figure 1: Condor – The figure shows the overall framework architecture. Every 
client application can publish sensor observations or other information as 
context documents. 

 

Finally, each application in Condor can construct one or more entities. Entities can 
represent both concrete and abstract physical artifacts (e.g. a person, a dog, a car, a 
place, a sensor, etc.) and have two intended responsibilities: Firstly, they will 
continually search the server side database for any documents that can be found 
relevant according to their own contextual situation, and secondly, they will publish 
documents about themselves to the same place at regular intervals. A person-entity 
would e.g. contain an activation context specifying the person’s location, a post 
context specifying contextual information back to the triggering entity (e.g. “nearby 
persons = John”) and user-information for the application user (as will be presented 
on the PDA, e.g. “you are sitting next to John”). Since similar documents about a 
person will be published at regular intervals (e.g. each time his location changes) he 
will leave a personal trace [Rahlff et al 2001] on the server side database. 

One intended use of the Condor entities is to let PDA-applications model their own 
mobile user, and thereby let the user “live a life” inside the framework. In this way, 
the entity will gather relevant information from the server side database (according to 
the PDA-users situation), and send it back to the owner application at regular 
intervals. 

Conclusion 

As a conclusion of my thesis, I found that Condor would have addressed nearly all of 
the requirements established in the requirements specification. I also stated that the 
development time and application complexity of both Mocado and Mobitras would 
have been significantly reduced if Condor had been available when I first started 
writing my thesis. I believe the abstractions contained in the framework will prove 
useful for future implementations of context-aware systems. 
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